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THE RESIN PRINTERS 
 

SLA Resin printers are a powerful tool that can print in higher detail than                           
conventional FDM printers can, and use a stronger material. However, they are                       
slower, trickier and more dangerous to use. 

 

Resin is a material that sits in a tank as liquid, but cures (solidifies) when                             
exposed to ultraviolet light. The resin printer projects UV light at a bath of                           
resin to cure it in layers, drawing your piece up out of the bath layer by layer. 

 

 

 

The Foundry has two Formlabs Form 2 SLA Printers available for use. They                         
each have a build volume of 5.7” x 5.7” x 6.9.” A print on one of these resin                                   
printers takes about twice as long as doing the same print on an Ultimaker,                           
and post-processing will take at least 45 minutes. 

 

 

Safety 
 
For 3D Printers in general... 

● Shop Buddy: You cannot use the 3D printer alone. For the 3D printer, your 
shop buddy can be in the room with you or in the main workspace in a 
position where they can see you. If your shop buddy is not in the room, you 
must work with the door open. 

● Eye Protection: You must wear eye protection when working in any shop 



space, to protect your eyes from anything that comes out of the machines. 
● Close-Toed Shoes: Tools, bits of material, caustic resin, and even the printers 

themselves can fall and close-toed shoes will protect your feet from cuts, 
bruises, burns, and breaks. 

● Long Pants: Long pants will protect your legs from cuts, bruises, burns, and 
splinters that might come from handling these tools. 

● No Jewelry: Rings, bracelets, dangling necklaces, watches, headphones and 
sweatshirt strings can all get caught in the machine, which can drag the 
machine off the shelf or drag you towards the machine. 

● Long Hair Secured: Like jewelry, long hair can also get entangled, and 
potentially drag you into the machine. 

● No Food or Drink: Printing material, especially resin, is toxic if consumed, and 
the residue can contaminate food and drink. Residue from food or drink will 
also make the machines gross. 

For the Formlabs SLA specifically… 

● Gloves: Resin is caustic, and can burn your skin. Wear gloves whenever you 
handle the machines or the materials. 

● Flammable Chemicals: The isopropanol in the bath is flammable, and must be 
kept away from anything hot, including the laser cutter and the FDM printers. 

 



Printer Anatomy 

 



 

 

OPERATING THE MACHINE 
 

1) Load your part into Pre-Form 

 

Pre-Form is a “slicer” software, so called because it slices a digital 3D model 
into layers so that the printer can build it up. In this case, the model is an STL 
file. 

 

Open Pre-Form from the desktop. Under “File,” click “Open” and open the STL 
file you would like to print. It will appear in the print window, showing you the 
piece in relation to the print bed. 

 

If you have multiple pieces you want to print, open them each. The first will 
appear in the center of the bed, the rest will appear around it. 

 

2) Format your print 

 

On the right hand side of the screen is a column of buttons. These are the 
controls you will use to arrange and set up your print by clicking the part you 
want to adjust and then clicking one of these. From top to bottom, they are 
arranged in the order in which you should use them. 

 

The top button is Size. You can use this to scale your parts uniformly, either 
by choosing a scaling factor or by choosing the part length along one axis. 

 

Below that is the Magic Wand  tool. This is one of the most useful tools: when 
you click it, Pre-Form will automatically move your part to what it thinks is 
the best position to print it at. The software is pretty smart, and will take into 
account the size of the print and the angle it is best suited for. 

 

Below the magic wand is the Orientation  tool, which lets you rotate your 
pieces. Print angle is important on the resin printer, since it determines how 



long your print will take and the chance that the print will succeed. The main 
thing to consider with orientation is splitting and merging pieces. A piece that 
begins as one part and branches out is more likely to succeed than a piece 
that begins as two pieces which must then merge together. 

 

Note the two cross-sections below: The one on the left is likely to fail, since 
the smaller section won’t merge with the large one. The one on the right is 
more likely to succeed, since the single large section only needs to split. 

 

 

Beneath that is the Supports tool. Supports are scaffolding that support your 
piece well it prints, but that can be easily broken off when the print is done. 
The supports will auto-generate when you click “Generate All.” The two 
settings you will need to enter are are density, which should always be set to 
1.00, and point size, which is the thickness of the supports. A point size of 0.6 
mm is usually appropriate, unless some component of your part is thinner 
than that. If that is the case, you may want slightly thinner supports: ask a 
Scout about a good size. 

 

The last tool to use is Layout . This lets you move the pieces around the bed, 
so you can make sure they are not overlapping. You should also use this tool 
to pull your pieces closer to the “wiper” side of the plate, indicated in the 
software by a small tab. This helps with the print’s reliability, but it might not 



be possible with larger pieces. Move the piece over if possible, but don’t 
compromise the rest of the layout rules to achieve this. 

 

3) Send your part to the printer 

 

When you have used these five tools, click the yellow “Print” button. A 
window with a few options will come up. Select one of our printers: Smiling 
Owl or Dear Porcupine. Check the printers to see if they’re in use; if one is 
you should choose the other one. You will also see two indicators of the resin 
levels, one for the resin in the Resin Tank and one for the resin in the 
Cartridge. At the Foundry we only stock grey resin, so this will list this as their 
resin color. If for some reason it lists a different color, or if the two resins 
listed do not match, tell a Scout. 

 

When you print, also check the level in the cartridge, shown in the icon in the 
print window. If it is full or mostly full, you’re all set. If it is halfway full or 
less, you can probably still print, but show the resin level to a Scout. If there 
isn’t enough resin, what will most likely happen is that you will start the print, 
and the Scouts will swap out the cartridge when it runs out. The resin printer 
can keep running for a few minutes with just the resin in the bed, which 
means the cartridge can be changed while the machine is running. 

 

Finally, you can name your job (something you will remember) and click 
“Upload Print.” This will send the file to the resin printer you selected. 

 

4) Set up the physical machine 

 

Go to your printer. You should see the job you just sent on the printer’s 
display screen. In the lower right corner will be a “Print Now” button. Press it 
on the touch screen. One of two things will happen. 

 

If the printer believes it is ready to go, it will start heating up for your print. It 
will indicate the printer’s current temperature, and the temperature at which 
it will start printing. There is a “Start Now” button; DO NOT push it. This will 
force the print to start at a colder temperature than it should, and it will be 
very likely to fail. Let the printer heat up and start on its own time. 

 

If the printer doesn’t believe it is ready, it will display what the problem is. 
Usually, this will be either a message about the cartridge or a message about 



the bed level. In either case, tell a Scout. They can help you swap out the 
cartridge, level the printer, or make whatever other adjustments are needed. 
Once you’ve done that, it should start heating up and preparing to print. 

 

5) Retrieve and/or post-process your print 

 

The screen on the resin printer will tell you how long the print will take. 
Unlike an FDM printer, you cannot retrieve you piece when this time is up, 
since it will still be covered in caustic uncured resin. Instead, it must be 
removed from the printer by a Scout. The piece will then be put in the 
isopropanol bath to wash the uncured resin off, and then baked in a curing 
oven to fully solidify it. This process will take an additional 45 minutes to an 
hour. 

 

When you start a print, let a Scout know when it will be done so that they 
can remove it and cure it when it is time. You can also come back when your 
part is done and have a Scout train you on using the bath and curing oven, so 
that you can process your own pieces in the future. 

 

 

POST-PROCESSING 
 
There are two steps to post-processing a print. First, it must be bathed in 
isopropanol alcohol to wash off any liquid resin. Then, it must be cured to 
solidify the resin fully. 
 
Washing the Part 



The wash is a tank of isopropanol alcohol (IPA) that removes uncured (liquid) 
resin from your part. Your part will be covered in uncured resin as you handle 
it, so always wear gloves! 
 
First, check and prepare the wash. The two things you’re checking for are IPA 
level and saturation. For the level, look at the front of the tank. There are two 
black lines towards the top: the liquid must come up to somewhere between 
these lines. A little bit of it gets used up each time a part is washed, so the 
waterline will go down. If it is below the lower line, tell a Scout and they will 
refill the tank. 
 
Once the waterline is correct, check the saturation in the tank. Saturation is 
the amount of resin dissolved in the IPA. More saturated IPA will look milky 
and won’t work as well. Open the hatch on the back right corner of the tank. 
There is a small white tool that lets you check the saturation level. 
 

 
 

Remove it from the compartment, hold it by the ring, and let it float in the 
IPA. There is a small red ring: if this is visible, the IPA is clean enough to use. 
If the red ring is not visible, the IPA is too saturated with resin. Tell a Scout so 
they can help you change the IPA. Then take the tool out of the IPA, dry it 
with a paper towel, and return it to its compartment. 
 
Lift the orange lid of the resin printer. On top of the bed, there is a small 
lever. Lift it and slide the entire bed forwards to remove it. Lower the lever 
and close the lid so that the resin isn’t exposed to ambient light. 
 



Using the control dial on the wash, select “Open.” The lid will open and the 
basket will rise up. Place the print bed with your part on it on the rack, so 
that the part is above the basket. 
 
Using the control dial again, select “Start.” The basket and part will lower into 
the IPA, the lid will close, and a ten-minute wash process will begin. Wait 
until it is done. 
 
Curing the Part 
 
When the wash is done, the machine will automatically open and raise the 
part out of the IPA. It’s important to note that the part will still be wet with 
IPA. If it is left to sit too long before curing, parts of it may dissolve. 
Remove the bed from the rack on the wash. Wearing gloves and using a 
scraper, carefully remove your print from the bed. This is often a messy 
process, and you can either lay out a paper towel to do it on, or you can use 
one to clean up the counter if any IPA gets on it. 
 
Use the wash’s control dial to select “Sleep,” which will close the machine so 
that the IPA doesn’t evaporate. 
 

 



Open the lid of the curing oven. Place your part on the turntable. If it is a long 
part, make sure it won’t reach past the rim of the turntable. Close the lid and, 
using the control dial, select “Start.” The machine will first heat up to 60℃. It 
will display the temperature on the screen. 
 
Once it reaches the correct temperature, it will begin to rotate the turntable 
and shine ultraviolet light on your part, which will look purple. This process 
will take half an hour. You don’t have to wait around while it happens, but 
once it is done, your part is ready to go. 
 
Now that your part is fully cured, you can remove it from the curing oven. It 
most likely won’t need gloves anymore, and should be totally dry. If any parts 
of it still look wet or shiny, some of the resin may not have been cured: put it 
back in the curing oven and run it for another five to ten minutes. Resin won’t 
be harmed by curing it too much, so you can keep curing it until it is 
completely dry. You will rarely have to cure it more than the original 30 
minutes, and almost never more than an additional ten. 


